SELECTED RESOURCES

These resources were selected for focus in the online demonstration of WestlawNext, Lexis Advance, and Bloomberg Law. When available and current in print in the Law Library, the call number is also given.

**WestlawNext**

1. West’s McKinney’s Forms (Reading Room, KFN5068 .W4) (for NY: BCL, UCC, etc.)
2. Business Transactions Solution
3. Corporation Forms/Marvin Hyman (print not current; use online)
4. Basic Legal Transactions
   - Easy Edit feature

**Lexis Advance**

5. Current Legal Forms, with Tax Analysis/Rabkin and Johnson  (Reserve, KF170 .R3)
6. Warren’s Forms of Agreements, Business Forms  (Law Classified, KF808 .W3)
8. Organizing Corporate and Other Business Enterprises (Law Classified, KF1414 .R6)

**Bloomberg Law**

9. Transactional Law tab: Transactional Resources page; Transactional Law and Drafting Treatises
10. Practice Centers: Corporate/M&A: DealMaker Document Descriptions; Clause Descriptions; DealMaker Transaction Checklists